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CARTESIAN POWERS OF GRAPHS AND CONSECUTIVE RADIO
LABELINGS
AMANDA NIEDZIALOMSKI
Abstract. For k ∈ Z+ and G a simple connected graph, a k-radio labeling f : VG → Z+
of G requires all pairs of distinct vertices u and v to satisfy |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v).
When k = 1, this requirement gives rise to the familiar labeling known as vertex coloring for
which each vertex of a graph is labeled so that adjacent vertices have different “colors”. We
consider k-radio labelings of G when k = diam(G). In this setting, no two vertices can have
the same label, so graphs that have radio labelings of consecutive integers are one extreme
on the spectrum of possibilities. Examples of such graphs of high diameter are especially
rare and desirable. We construct examples of arbitrarily high diameter, and explore further
the tool we used to do this – the Cartesian product of graphs – and its effect on radio
labeling.
1. Introduction
1.1. Radio Labeling. A radio labeling of a graph is a generalization of vertex coloring.
Given a graph G (for us, G is simple and connected) with vertex set VG, any function
f : VG → Z+ is a labeling of the vertices. If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the
condition needed to guarantee that adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can generalize this notion of graph coloring by changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying this inequality for all vertices u, v
is called a k-radio labeling [2]. In particular, it guarantees that any two vertices that are
k apart or less in distance have different labelings (which is the reason that k is bounded
above by diam(G)). When k = diam(G), we call a k-radio labeling simply a radio labeling,
and we call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio labeling is connected to the Channel Assignment Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (channels) to radio transmitters in a way that minimizes interference. So, if two
transmitters are geographically close, it is optimal to have their frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (hence the name) [4], [5], [6].
Just as with vertex coloring, we are interested in minimizing the largest label given to a
vertex. For any particular labeling, the largest label used is called the span of the labeling.
In vertex coloring, the minimum possible span of a graph is called its chromatic number.
In radio labeling, the minimum span is called the radio number, denoted rn(G). Finding a
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closed formula for the radio numbers of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains
unknown for all but a handful of them [1], [3], [7], [9], [8].
Even the discrete problem of finding the radio number of a specific example G can be
difficult because of the size of the computation. One way of finding the radio number involves
analyzing all possible permutations of the vertices. Given a radio labeling f of a graph with
vertices {v1, . . . , vn}, we can rename (order) the vertices as x1, . . . , xn so that f(xi) < f(xj)
if and only if i < j. On the other hand, we can produce a radio labeling of a graph by
picking an ordering of the vertices and then forcing the labels to increase with respect to
that order. Since we are interested in minimizing span, we always choose the smallest label
that works at the given moment. Therefore, an ordering of the vertices uniquely determines
a radio labeling if we enforce this increasing condition. It is this radio labeling we refer to
when we speak of the radio labeling “induced” by the ordering. So, one brute force way of
computing the radio number of a graph is to consider all radio labelings induced from all
possible orderings (permutations) of the vertices, and then choose the smallest span of all of
them. Even after an ordering is fixed, producing the induced radio labeling is nontrivial, so
producing |VG|! labelings is computationally very intense.
1.2. Consecutive Radio Labeling. Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k =
diam(G), then no two distinct vertices can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥
|VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|.
Such a labeling is called a consecutive radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of n vertices
is an example of a graph that has such a labeling. Since diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition
is trivially satisfied, so any labeling with consecutive integers will work. A more interesting
example is that of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its diameter is 2, so the radio condition
is not satisfied for all possible consecutive labelings, but it does have a consecutive radio
labeling.
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1. Radio Labelin
A radio lab ling of a graph is a generalization of vertex coloring. Given a graph G with
vertex set VG, f : VG → Z+ is a labeling of the vertices. If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the
condition needed to guarantee that adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can generalize this notion of graph coloring by changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying this inequality for all vertices u, v is
called a k-radio labeling. In particular, it guarantees that any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have different labelings (which is the reason that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). When k = diam(G), we call a k-radio labeling simply a radio labeling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio labeling is connected to the Channel Assignment Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (channels) to radio tra smitters in a way that minimizes interference. So, if two
transmitters are geographically close, it is optimal to have their frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (hence the name).
Just as with vertex coloring, we are interested in minimizing the largest label given to a
vertex. In vertex coloring, this number is called the chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio nu ber, denoted rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a handful of them.
2. Consecu ive Ra io Labelings
Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), then no two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of n vertices is an example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any labeling of consecutive integers
will work. A more interesting example is that of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its diameter
is 2, so the radio condition is not trivial, but it does have a consecutive radio labeling. We
are especially interested in examples of graphs with higher diameter that have consecutive
radio labelings. Such examples were relatively unknown.
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Figure 1. The Peterson graph with a consecutive radio labeling
The qualities that the Peterson Graph possesses that allow it to have a consecutive radio
labeling can be boiled down to the following: it is a diameter 2 graph that has an ordering
of its vertices such that each vertex is diameter away from the next vertex in the ordering.
The existence of such an ordering of the vertices is a rare property for a graph to have, but
this alone will not always be sufficient to produce a graph with a consecutive radio labeling.
It is only because we also had a graph of diameter 2 in this case that the qualifications were
so simple.
CARTESIAN POWERS OF GRAPHS AND CONSECUTIVE RADIO LABELINGS 3
In general, for a graph G with vertices {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, we would need an ordering of the
vertices x1, x2, . . . , xn such that
d(xi, xi+c) ≥ diam(G)− c+ 1.
This gives an idea of how special graphs that have consecutive radio labelings are, and how
difficult it can be to produce examples of them, particularly examples of high diameter.
1.3. Cartesian Product of Graphs. A tool we will be using in our construction is the
Cartesian product of graphs. Given two graphs G and H, their Cartesian product, denoted
G  H, is a graph defined by the following:
(1) The vertex set VGH is given by VG × VH .
(2) Two vertices (u, v), (u′, v′) ∈ VGH are adjacent if the vertices in one coordinate are
the same, and the vertices in the other coordinate are adjacent in their respective
original graph. That is, if
(i) u = u′ and v is adjacent to v′ in H, or
(ii) v = v′ and u is adjacent to u′ in G.
See Figure 2 for an example.
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1. Radio Labeling
A radio labeling of a graph is a generalization of vertex coloring. Given a graph G with
vertex set VG, f : VG → Z+ is a labeling of the vertices. If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the
condition needed to guarantee that adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can generalize this notion of graph coloring by changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
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called a k-radio labeling. In particular, it guarantees that any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have different labelings (which is the reason that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). When k = diam(G), we call a k-radio labeling simply a radio labeling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio labeling is connected to the Channel Assignment Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (channels) to radio transmitters in a way that minimizes interference. So, if two
transmitters are geographically close, it is optimal to have their frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (hence the name).
Just as with vertex coloring, we are interested in minimizing the largest label given to a
vertex. In vertex coloring, this number is called the chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, denoted rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a handful of them.
2. Consecutive Radio Labelings
Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), then no two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of n vertices is an example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any labeling of consecutive integers
will work. A more interesting example is that of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its diameter
is 2, so the radio condition is not trivial, but it does have a consecutive radio labeling. We
are especially interested in examples of graphs with higher diameter that have consecutive
radio labelings. Such examples were relatively unknown.
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radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Su h a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of n vertices is an example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any labeling of consecutive integers
will work. A more interesting example is that of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its diameter
is 2, so the radio condition is not trivial, but it oes have a consecutive radio labeling. We
are especially interested in exampl s of graphs with higher diameter that have consecut ve
radio labelings. Such examples were relativ ly unknown.
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Figure 1. The Peterson graph with a consecutive radio labeling
3. Cartesian Product of Graphs
One tool we will be using is the Cartesian product of graphs. Given two graphs G and H,
their Cartesian product, denoted G ! H, is a graph defined by the following:
• The vertex set VG!H is given by VG × VH .
• Two vertices (u, v), (u′, v′) ∈ VG!H are adjacent if the vertices in one coordinate are
the same, and the vertices in the other coordinate are adjacent in their respective
original graph. That is, if
• u = u′ and v is adjacent to v′ in H, or
• v = v′ and u is adjacent to u′ in G.
See Figure 2 for an example.
! =
4. My Work
5. Sources
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COMPREHENSIVE EXAM PROPOSAL
AMANDA WATKINS
1. Radio Labeling
A radio lab ling of a graph is a generalization of ve tex color ng. Given a graph G with
vertex set VG, f : VG → Z+ i a labeling of the vertic . If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the
c diti n eded to guara tee th t adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can li e his notion of gr p coloring b changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for s me k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying his inequality for all vertices u, v is
cal ed a k-r dio labeling. In particula , it g arantees h t any two vertices that are k apart
or less in dist nce have different l belings (wh ch is th re s n that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). Wh n = diam(G), we call a k- i l li simply a radio labeling, and we
ca l inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio lab ling is connected to the Channel Assign en Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (chan els) to radio trans itte s i a way that minimizes interference. So, if two
transmitt rs e ge graphically cl se, it is optim l to have thei frequencies be far apart.
Th direc ly rela es to th idea of radio lab ling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (henc the name).
J t as with ver x coloring, we are int rested in minimizi g the largest label given to a
ver ex. In rtex o oring, this num er is called the chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is c lled radio number, de t rn(G). Fi ding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of grap s is the go l, b t it remains unknown for all but a handful of them.
2. Consecutive Radio Labelings
Un ke all othe k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), th n no two distinct vertices
can have he same lab l; this tells us that n(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
radio labeling of G of cons cutiv int g rs 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
. The omplet gr ph Kn of n vert ces is n example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, th radio condition is t ivially satisfied, so any lab ling of consecutive integers
w ll work. A more interesting example is t at of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its diameter
s 2, so he radi condition s no trivial, b does h ve a consecutive radio labeling. We
are especi lly int r sted n examples of graphs with higher diameter that have consecutive
radio lab lin s. Such xamples w e relatively unknown.
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1. Radio Labeling
A radio lab ling of a graph is a generalization of ve tex color ng. Given a graph G with
vertex set VG, f : VG → Z+ i a labeling of the vertic . If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the
condition needed to guarantee th t adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can eneralize this notion of grap coloring b changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f( )− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A la eling satisfying his inequality for all vertices u, v is
called a k-radio labeling. In particular, it guarantees th t any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have different l belings (wh ch is th re s n that k is bounded above by
dia (G)). When = diam(G), we call a k- i l li simply a radio labeling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio lab ling is connected to the Channel Assign en Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (channels) to radio transmitters i a way that minimizes interference. So, if two
transmitters are ge graphically close, it is optimal to have thei frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
ra io transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (hence the name).
Just as with vert x color ng, we a e int rested in minimizi g the largest label given to a
vertex. In vertex o oring is number is called the chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, den t rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a handful of them.
2. Consecu ive Radio Labelings
Unlike all othe k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), th n no two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The co plete gr ph Kn of n vertices is n example of such a graph. Since
iam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any lab ling of consecutive integers
w ll work. A more interesting example is t at of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its diameter
is 2, so the radio condition is not trivial, b it does h ve a consecutive radio labeling. We
are especially interested n examples of graphs with higher diameter that have consecutive
radio lab lings. Such examples were relatively unknown.
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1. Radio Labeling
A radi lab ling of a raph i gen r lizatio of ve tex color ng. Given a graph G with
vertex set VG, f : VG → Z+ i a la eli g of the ertic . If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertic s u, v ∈ VG, the f is a loring of G. This inequality s exactly the
co diti n needed to g an e th t adjacen vertices re labeled with a different “color”. We
can eneraliz this notion of grap colori g b ch nging the inequ lity to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A l beli g sati fying his inequality for all vertic s u, v is
called a k-r d o label ng. In part u ar, it guarante s th t any two vertices that ar k apart
o less in dist n e have diff rent l b ling (wh c is th re s n that k is bounded above by
d am(G)). When = diam(G), e call a k- i l li simply a radio labeling, and we
call quality (1) t radio condit on.
Radio lab li g is connecte to th Channel Assign en Problem, which aims to assign
fr quenc es (c annels) t radio t a smi t rs i w y that minimizes interference. So, if two
t nsmitt rs are ge graphically close, it is optimal to have thei requencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and th labels a r dio frequencies (hence the name).
Just as with vert x oloring, we a e int rested in minimizi g the largest label given to a
vertex. In vertex o oring, this numb r is called the chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, den t rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a handful of them.
2. Consecutive Radio Labelings
Unlik all the k-radio labeling of a grap , if k = diam(G), th no two distinct vertices
an have the same label; t is tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, en there is a
radio l beling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete gr ph Kn of n vertice is n example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially s tisfi d, so any lab ling of consecutive integers
w ll work. A more interesting example is t at of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its diameter
is 2, so the radio con ition is not rivial, b it does h ve a consecutive radio labeling. We
are especially interested n examples of graphs with higher diameter that have consecutive
radio lab lings. Such examples were relatively unknown.
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1. Radio Labeling
A radio lab li g of a graph is a g n raliz tion of ve tex color ng. Give a graph G with
ve t x s t VG, f : VG → Z+ i lab l ng f t e v rtic . If hat labelin s tisfies
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d( , v)
f r all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, th n f is a coloring of G. This inequality s exactly the
con ition needed to gu ra tee th t adjac t vertices re labeled w th a differen “color”. We
can eneralize t is notio of grap coloring b ch nging the inequality to the foll wing:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A l beling a isfying his in qua ity for all vertice u, v is
call d a k-r dio beling. In p rti ul r, it guar ntees h t any two i that re k ap rt
or less n d stance h diff rent lab l ngs (wh ch is h r s tha k is b unded abov by
iam(G)). Wh n = dia (G), e c ll a k- i l li simply a radio labeling, and we
c ll inequ lity (1) the radio c d tion.
R dio lab ling is connected to the Chan el Ass gn en Prob em, which aims to assign
frequencies (c annels) to radio transmitters i a way t t minimiz s i t rfe ence. So, if two
trans i ters are ge gr phi a ly cl se, it is p i al to have the frequ ncies be fa apart.
This dir ctly relates o th ide of o l beli g of a graph by thinki g of the v rtices a
radio tra smitters and the labels as radi f equencies (hence the na e).
Just as with vert x colo ing, w ar int rested in mi i izi g the largest label given to a
vertex. I vertex o oring, s number s called the chromatic num r. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, d n t r (G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of differe t types of grap s is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a handful of them.
2. Consecutive Radio Labelings
Unlike all othe k-radio lab lings f a graph, f k = diam(G), th n no two di ti ct vertices
can ave the same abel; this ells us th t rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If r (G) = |VG|, th n ther is a
r dio l beli g of G of cons cut v i teg rs 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is c lled a consecutive
rad labeling. Th compl t gr p Kn of n vertices i n example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio co dition is t ivially s tisfied, s any lab ling of consecutive integers
w ll work. A more interesting example is t a f the Peterson graph (F gure 1). Its diameter
is 2, so the radio condition is not rivial, b it does h ve a consecutive radio labelin . We
are especially nterested n examples of graphs with higher diam ter that have onsecutive
radio lab lings. Such ex mples w re relatively unkn wn.
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1. Radio Labeling
A radio lab ling of a graph is a generaliz tion of ve tex color ng. G ven graph G with
vertex set VG, f : VG → Z+ i a labeling of the vertic . If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the
condition needed to guarantee th t adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can eneralize this notion of grap coloring b changing the inequality to the following:
(1) | (u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying his inequality for all vertices u, v is
called a k-radio labeling. In particular, it guarantees th t any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have different l belings (wh ch is th re s n that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). When = diam(G), we call a k- i l li simply a radio labeling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio conditio .
Radio lab ling is connected to the Channel Assign en Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (channels) to radio transmitters i a way that minimizes interference. So, if two
transmitters are ge graphically close, it is optimal to h ve thei frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (hence the name).
Just as with ver x coloring, we are int rested in minimizi g the largest label given to a
vertex. In vertex o oring, this number is called the chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, den t rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a handful of them.
2. Consecutive Radio Labelings
Unlike all othe k-ra i l beli gs f a r , if k = iam(G), th n o two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this ells us th t r (G) ≥ |VG|. If r (G) = |VG|, the there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete gr ph Kn of n vertices is n example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any lab ling of consecutive integers
w ll work. A more interesting example is t at of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its diameter
is 2, so the radio condition is not trivial, b it does h ve a consecutive radio labeling. We
are especially interested n examples of graphs with higher diameter that have consecutive
radio lab lings. Such examples were relatively unknown.
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1. Radio Labeling
A radio lab ling of a graph is a generalization of ve tex color ng. Given a graph G with
vertex set VG, f : VG → Z+ i a labeling of the vertic . If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for ll distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is c loring of G. This inequality is exactly the
condition needed to guarantee th t adjacent vertices are l beled with different “color”. We
can eneralize this notion of grap coloring b changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam( ). A labeling s tisfying his inequality for all vertices u, v is
called k-radio labeling. In particul r, it guarantees th t a y two vertices that are k ap rt
or less in distance have different l belings (wh ch is th re s n that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). When = diam(G), we call a k- i l li simply a radio labeling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio lab ling is connected to the Channel Assign en Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (channels) to radio tr nsmitters i a w y th t minimizes interference. So, if two
tra smitters are ge graphically close, it is optimal to have t ei frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio l beling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio tra smitters an the labels as radio frequencies (hence the name).
Just as with vert x coloring, we are int rested in mini izi g the largest label given to a
vertex. In vertex o ring, this u ber is called the chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, den t rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of ifferent types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a andful of them.
2. Consecutive Radio Labelings
Unlike all othe k-radi labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), th n no two dist ct rtices
can have the same label; this tells us hat rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
radio abeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a c nsecutive
radio labeling. The complete gr ph Kn of n vertice is example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any lab ling of consecutive integers
w ll work. A ore interesting example is t at of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its diameter
is 2, so the radio condition is not trivial, b it does h ve a consecutive radio labeling. We
are especially interested n examples of raphs with higher diameter that have consecutive
radio lab lings. Such exa ples were relati ely unknow .
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1. Radi Labeling
A radio lab ling of a graph is a generalization of e tex color ng. Given a graph G with
vertex set VG, f : VG → Z+ i a labeling of the vertic . If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f( )− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all d stinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the
condition needed to guarantee th t adjacent ertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
ca eneralize this notion of grap coloring b changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f( )− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying his inequality for all vertices u, v is
called a k- adio labeling. In rticular, it guarantees th t any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have different l belings (wh ch is th re s n that k is bounded above by
d am(G)). When = diam(G), we call a k- i l li simply a radio labeling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio lab ling is connected to the Channel Assign en Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (channels) to radio transmitters i a way that inimizes interference. So, if two
transmitt rs are ge graphically close, it is optimal to have thei frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio label ng of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
r dio tr nsmitters and the labels as radio frequ ncies (hence th name).
Jus as wi ve t x colorin , we are i t rested minimizi g the largest label given to a
ver ex. In vertex o oring, this number is alled the chro atic n mber. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio umber, den t rn(G). F nding a closed formula for the r dio numbers
of differ nt ty o r phs i the go l, bu it r ma ns unknown o all bu a h ndful of them.
2. Cons cut ve R i L belings
Unlike all othe k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), th n no two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
r dio labeling of G of conse utive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete gr ph Kn of n vertices is n example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, th radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any lab ling of consecutive integers
w ll work. A more interesting example is t at of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its diameter
is 2, o the radio condition is not trivial, b it does h ve a consecutive radio labeling. We
are especially interested n examples of graphs with higher diameter that have consecutive
radio lab lings. Such examples were relatively unknown.
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1. Radio Labeling
A radio lab ling of a graph is a generalization of ve t x color ng. Given a gr ph G with
vertex set VG, f : VG → Z+ i a labeling of the vertic . If that labeling satisfies he inequality
|f(u) f(v)| 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ V , then f is a col ring f G. This i equ lity is exactly the
conditi needed to guarante h t adj cent ve tic s are labeled w th a diff ent “color”. We
can eneralize this notion f grap coloring b chang the inequality to t e foll wing:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for s me k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A l beling satisfy g h s in qu lity for all v i es u v is
called a k-radio labeling. In particular, it guaran ees th t ny wo vertices hat r k part
or less in di tance have fferent l belings (wh ch is th e s n that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). When = di m(G), we call a k- i l li simply a radio l beling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio conditi .
R dio l b ling is c nne ted to the C a nel Assign en Problem, which aims to a gn
frequencies (channe s) to ra i tran m tters w y that minimizes in e fere ce. So, if wo
transmitters ar g graphic lly close, it is optimal o hav t i frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio l beling of a graph by t i ki g of the vertices as
radio transmitt rs and the labels s r dio frequencie (henc e nam ).
Just as with ver x colo ing, we are i ter sted in mi miz g th la gest lab l give to a
ver ex. In vertex o ori g, t is numb is called h chr matic number. I radio labeling, it
is called th radio number, d n t rn(G). Find ng a closed f rmula f r the rad o numb r
of different types of gr phs is t e go l, bu it rem ins unknown f r all but a handful of them.
2. Consecutive Rad o Labelings
Unlike al o he k-radio l b lings of a gr ph, if k = iam(G), th n o two distinct ver ices
can have t e sam label; this tells that n(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn( ) = |VG|, then here is a
radio lab ling of G of consecutiv in gers 1, . . . , |VG| Suc a labeling is ca l d a co secutive
radio l beling. T e complete gr ph Kn of n vert ces is examp e of such a gr ph. Sinc
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio c nditi is trivi lly sati fie , so a y lab lin f c nsec iv in egers
w ll work. A more inte sting examp e is t at of th Peterson g aph (Figure 1). Its diame er
is 2, so the radio o diti i n triv al, b it do s h v a c nsecut v radio labeling. We
are especi lly interest d n xamp es of p s with hi h diamet r that av cons cutiv
radio lab lings. Such ex mples wer relat ely unknown.
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1. Radio Labeling
A radio lab l ng a graph is a generalization of ve tex color ng. Given a gr ph G with
vertex set VG, f : VG → Z+ i a of the vertic . If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
f all istinct ve tices u, v ∈ VG, the f is a coloring of G. This in qu lity is exactly the
cond tion neede to gu nte th t adj c nt v r ices are labeled with a diffe ent “color”. We
can e alize this not on grap coloring b chang the nequality o the follow ng:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A l beling satisfyi g this inequ lity for all ver ices u, v is
c lled k- dio lab ling. I particular, it guar te s th t ny two vertic s that re k apart
or e s i distanc h ve differe t la eli (wh ch is th re s that k s bounde above by
diam(G)). When = diam(G), we call a k- i l lin simply a radio labeli g, and we
cal n qual ty (1) the r dio cond tio .
Radio lab ling s co ected t th Ch nnel As ign en Pr bl m, w ich ms to ssign
fr que ci s (channels) o a io tra mit ers a w y th t minimizes interfer nc . So, if two
t nsmitt r re ge grap i ly c os , i is ptimal to ve th freque ci s be far apart.
Thi d rec ly r lates t i e of r dio ab ling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
r ransm tters a d labels as adi freque c s (hence the name).
Just as wi h vert x co oring, we r i t r s d in mi im zi g the large t l bel iven to a
vertex. In vert x o oring, i umber is calle the ch m tic numb r. In ra io labe ing, it
c lled t e r dio umbe , den te rn(G). Finding a closed formul for the radio num ers
of different ypes of gr phs is th go l, t it remains nown or all but a h ndful of them.
2. Consecutive Radio Labelings
Unlik ll othe - adio abeling of graph, if k = diam(G), n no two disti ct vertices
an have the same labe ; this ell us tha rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then th re a
rad o labeling of G of consecutive nt s 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling i called a c ns cutive
ra io labeling. T e co pl te g ph Kn f n vertices is exa ple of such a graph. Sinc
di m(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially atisfied, so ny lab ling of con ecu i int gers
w ll work. A re i ter s ing ex mple is at of th Pe er o graph (Figu e 1). Its diamete
i 2, so th d o condition is n ivial b t o s h v co ecutiv adio labeling. We
re es ecially in e sted n exampl s gr p s with hi er diameter that have consecutive
radi lab lings. Such examples were r atively unk w .
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1. Radio Lab ling
A radio lab ling of a graph is a gene lizatio of ve tex color ng. Giv n a graph G with
vertex set VG, f : VG → Z+ i a labeling of the vertic . If that labe ing satisfies the inequality
| (u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is ex ctl th
condition needed to guarantee th t adjacent v rtices are l beled with a ifferent “color”. We
can eneralize this notion of grap c lori g b changi g the inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfy his inequality for al vertice u, is
called a k-r dio l beling. In particular, it guar ntees th t any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have diff rent l be ings (wh ch is t re s n that k is bounded a ve by
diam(G)). When = diam(G), we call a k- i la li si ply a radio l beling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio lab ling is connected to the Channel Assig e Problem, whic aims to ass gn
frequencies (cha nel ) to radio transmitters i a way that minimizes interfer nce. So, if wo
transmitters are ge graphically close, it is optimal to have thei frequencie be far apart.
This directly relat s to the idea of radio labe ing f grap by thin ing f th vertices as
radio transmitters and th labels as radio fr quencies ( ence the nam ).
Just as with vert x colo ing, w a e in r sted i min mizing the la g st label ive to a
ve t x. In vertex o oring, this number is called he hr m tic n mb r. I radio l b ling, it
is c lled th r dio numb , d n t rn(G). Fin ng closed formula for h r dio umbers
of ifferent types of g p s is the g al, but i r m ins unkn w f r all but df l of th m.
2. Consecutiv R io Lab l gs
Unlike all othe k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), th no two distinct vertices
can have the sam label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, he there is a
radio labeling f G of consecutive i t gers 1, . . . , |VG|. Su h a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete gr ph Kn of n vertices is n example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially a isfied, so any lab ling of consecutive i t gers
w ll work. A more interesting example is t at of the Pe erson graph (Figure 1). Its diameter
is 2, so the radi condition is ot triv al, b it oes h ve a consecutive radio labeling. We
are especially int rested exampl s of gra h with higher diameter th t have consecut ve
radio lab lings. Such examples were relativ ly unknown.
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Figu e 1. T e Peterson graph with a consecutive radio labeling
3. Cartesian Product of Graphs
One tool we will be u ing is the Cartesi n product of graphs. Given two graphs G and H,
their Cart sian product, denoted G ! H, is a graph defined by the following:
• The vertex set VG!H is given by VG × VH .
• Two vertices (u, v), (u′, v′) ∈ VG!H are adjacent if the vertices in one coordinate are
the same, and the vertices in the oth r coordinate ar adjacent in their respective
original graph. That is, if
• u = u′ and is adjacent to v′ in H, or
• v = v′ and is adjacent to u′ in G.
See Figure 2 for an example.
! =
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a b c 1 2 3 (a, 1) (a, 2) (a, 3) (b, 1) (b, 2) (b, 3) (c, 1) (c, 2) (c, 3) A radio labeling of a graph
is a generalization of vertex coloring. Given a graph G with vertex set VG, any f : VG → Z+
is a labeling of the vertices. If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the
condition needed to guarantee that adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can generalize this notion of graph coloring by changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying this inequality for all vertices u, v is
called a k-radio labeling. In particular, it guarantees that any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have different labelings (which is the reason that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). When k = diam(G), we call a k-radio labeling simply a radio labeling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio labeling is connected to the Channel Assignment Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (channels) to radio transmitters in a way that minimizes interference. So, if two
transmitters are geographically close, it is optimal to have their frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (hence the name).
Just as with vertex coloring, we are interested in minimizing the largest label given to a
vertex. In vertex coloring, this number is called the chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, denoted rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a handful of them.
Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), then no two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of n vertices is an example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any labeling with consecutive
integers will work. A more interesting example is that of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its
diameter is 2, so the radio condition is not satisfied for all possible consecutive labelings, but
it does have a consecutive radio labeling. We are especially interested in examples of graphs
with higher diameter that have consecutive radio labelings.
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is a labeling of the vertices. If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the
condition needed to guarantee that adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can generalize this notion of graph coloring by changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying this inequality for all vertices u, v is
called a k-radio labeling. In particular, it guarantees that any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have different labelings (which is the reason that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). When k = diam(G), we call a k-radio labeling simply a radio labeling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio labeling is connected to the Channel Assignment Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (channels) to radio transmitters in a way that minimizes interference. So, if two
transmitters are geographically close, it is optimal to have their frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (hence the name).
Just as with vertex coloring, we are interested in minimizing the largest label given to a
vertex. In vertex coloring, this number is called the chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, denoted rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a handful of them.
Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), then no two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of n vertices is an example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any labeling with consecutive
integers will work. A more interesting example is that of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its
diameter is 2, so the radio condition is not satisfied for all possible consecutive labelings, but
it does have a consecutive radio labeling. We are especially interested in examples of graphs
with higher diameter that have consecutive radio labelings.
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is a labeling of the vertices. If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the
condition needed to guarantee that adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can generalize this notion of graph coloring by changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying this inequality for all vertices u, v is
called a k-radio labeling. In particular, it guarantees that any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have different labelings (which is the reason that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). When k = diam(G), we call a k-radio labeling simply a radio labeling, and we
c ll inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio l b ling is connected to t e Channel A signment Problem, which aims to assign
frequ cies (ch nnels) to radio transmitters in a way that minimizes interference. So, if two
transmit ers re ge graphically close, it is optimal to have their frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates ide of radio labeli g of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio tran mitters and the lab ls as radio frequencies (h nce the nam ).
Just as with vertex oloring, we are interested in minimizing the largest label given to a
vertex. In ver ex coloring, this number is c lled t e chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, denoted rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it re ains unknown for ll but a handful of them.
Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), then no two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If n(G) = |VG|, th n there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete r Kn of n vertices is an example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condi io is trivially satisfied, so any labeling with consecutive
integers will work. A more interesting example is th t of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its
diameter is 2, so the radio co dition is not atisfied for all p ssible consecutive labelings, but
it does ave a consecu ive radio labeling. We are especially interested in examples of graphs
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is a generalization of vertex coloring. Given a graph G with vertex set VG, any f : VG → Z+
is a labeling of the vertices. If that labeling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, )
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactl the
condition needed to guarantee that adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can generalize this notion of graph coloring by changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying this inequality for all vertices u, v is
called a k-radio labeling. In particular, it guarantees that any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have different labelings (which is the reason that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). When k = diam(G), we call a k-radio labeling simply a radio labeling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio labeling is connected to the Ch nnel Assignment Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (channels) to radio transmitt rs in a way that min miz s interference. So, if two
transmitters re geographically close, it is optima to have their frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (hence the name).
Just as with v rtex coloring, we are interested n minimizing the largest label given to a
vertex. In vertex coloring, this number is called the chr matic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio numbe , denoted rn(G). Finding a closed f rmula for the radio umbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a handful of them.
Unlike all other k-rad o labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), the no two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us at rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The compl te graph Kn of n vertices is an example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any labeling with c nsecut ve
integers will work. A more interesting example is that of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its
diameter is 2, so the radio condition i no sat sfi d for all possible consecutiv labelings, but
it does have c nsecutive radio labeling. We are especially interested in examples of graphs
with higher dia eter that hav consecutive radio label ngs.
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condition needed to guarantee that adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can generalize this notion of graph coloring by changing the inequality to the following:
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for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying this inequality for all vertices u, v is
called a k-radio labeling. In particular, it guara tees that any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have different labelings (which is the reason that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). W en k = diam(G), we call a k-radio labeli g simply a radio labeling, and we
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radi labeling is connected to the Channel Assignment Problem, which aims to assign
frequencies (chan els) to radio transmitters in a way that minimizes interferen . So, if two
transmitter are geographically clos , it is optimal to have their frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thi king of the vertices as
radio tr nsmitters and the labels as ra io frequencies ( ence the name).
Just as with vertex coloring, we are in erested i minimizing the larg st label given to a
vertex. In rte colori g, this number is called the chromatic nu ber. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, denoted rn(G). Finding a closed formula fo the radio numbers
of different typ s of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all bu a ha dful of them.
Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), then no two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us t at rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, th n there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , | |. Such a labeling is call d a consecutiv
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of n vertices is an example f s ch a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, he radio condition is trivially satisfied, o any labeling wit consecutive
integers will work. A more interesting example is t at of the Peterson graph (Fig re 1). Its
diameter is 2, so t e r dio condition is not satisfied for all possible consecutive labelings, but
it does have a consecutive radio labeling. We are especially interested in examples of graphs
with higher diameter that have consecutive radio lab li gs.
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(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying this inequality for all vertices u, v is
called a k-radio labeling. In particular, it guar ntees that any two vertices that are k apart
or less in distance have differ nt l belings (which is the re son that k is bounded ab ve by
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Radi labeling is connected to the Channel Assignment Problem, which aims to assign
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transmitters are geograp ically close, it is optimal to have their frequencies be far apart.
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for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This inequality is exactly the
condition needed to guarantee that adjacent vertices are labeled with a different “color”. We
can generalize this notion of graph coloring by changing the inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u − f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling satisfying this inequality for all vertices u, v is
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or less in distance have different labelings (which is the reason that k is bounded above by
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This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (hence the na e).
Just as with vertex coloring, we are interested in minimizing the largest label given to a
vertex. In vertex coloring, this number is called the chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, denoted rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a handful of them.
Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), then no two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of n vertices is an example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any labeling with consecutive
integers will work. A more interesting example is that of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its
diameter is 2, so the radio condition is not satisfied for all possible consecutive labelings, but
it does have a consecutive radio labeling. We are especially interested in examples of graphs
with higher diameter that have consecutive radio labelings.
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transmitters are geographically close, it is optimal to have their frequencies be far apart.
This directly relates to the idea of radio labeling of a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and the labels as radio frequencies (hence the name).
Just as with vertex coloring, we are interested in minimizing the largest label given to a
vertex. In vertex colori g, this number is called the chromatic number. In radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, denoted rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but a ha dful of them.
Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), then no two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecutive
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of n vertices is an example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, so any labeling wit consecutive
integers will work. A more interesting example is that of the Peterson graph (Fig re 1). Its
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Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), then no two distinct vertices
can have the sam label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then there is a
radio labeling f G of c nsecutive i t gers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeli g is called a co secutive
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of n vertic s is an example of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, he radio condition is trivi lly s tisfied, so any labeling with consecutive
integers will work. A more interesting example is that of the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its
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Just as with vertex coloring, we re int rested in minimizing he larg st labe given to a
vertex. In vertex coloring, this number is called the chro ati numb r. I radio labeling, it
is called the radio number, denoted rn(G). Finding a losed formula for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but it remains unknown for all but ha dful of th m.
Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a graph, if k = diam(G), hen no two disti ct ver ices
can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If r (G) = |VG|, the there is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integ rs 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a abeling is called a conse utive
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of vertic s is an ex mple of s ch a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivially satisfied, s any labeli g with con ecutive
integers will work. A more interesting example is that of the Peterson graph (Figur 1). Its
diameter is 2, so the radio condition is not satisfied for all possible consecutive la eli g , but
it does have a consecutive radio label ng. We are esp cially interested in examples of graphs
with higher diameter that have consecutive radio labelings.
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a b c 1 2 3 (a, 1) (a, 2) (a, 3) (b, 1) ( , 2) (b, 3) (c, 1) (c, 2) (c, 3) A radio labeling of a graph
is a generalization of vertex color ng. Given a gr ph G wi h vertex set VG, any f : VG → Z+
is a labeling of the vertices. If that labeling satisfi s the inequality
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a colo ing of G. This inequality is exa ly the
ondition needed to guarantee that a j cent vertices ar label d with a different “col r”. W
can generalize this noti n of raph colori g by c angi g he inequ lity to t e following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A lab ling satisfying this inequality for all ve ices u, v is
called a k-radio labeling. In particu ar, it gu rantees that a y wo v rtice th ar k p rt
or less in distance have different lab lings (w ich is th reason tha k s ounded above by
diam(G)). When k = di m(G), we call a k-radio labeling simply a radi labeling, d we
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio labeling is connected to the Chann Assignme t Problem, which aims to ass g
frequencies (channels) to radio transmitters in a way that mi imizes interfere ce. So, if tw
transmitters are geographically close, it is opti al to have their freque ci s be f r apart.
This directly relates to the idea of ra io labelin of a graph by thinking of the vertic s as
radio transmitters and the labels s radio frequenc es hence th me).
Just as with vertex coloring, we re in ere ted in minimizi th largest lab l g v to a
vertex. In vertex coloring, this numb r is called the oma ic nu ber. In r dio labeling, it
is called the radio number, d noted rn(G). Finding clos d formul for the radio numbers
of different types of graphs is the goal, but t remains unknown for all but a h ndful of them.
Unlike all other k-radio labelings of a gr ph, if k = diam(G), then no two dist nct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us that rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, the ther is a
radio labeling of G of consecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeling is called a consecu ive
radio labeling. The complete graph K of n vertic s is an xampl of such a graph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio con ition is triv ally satisfi , so ny la eli with consecutive
integers will work. A more interestin example is tha of the P t rso graph (Figure 1). Its
diameter is 2, so the radio co dition is not satisfied f r ll pos ible consecu ive lab lings, but
it does have a consecutive radio labeling. W re especially interested examples of graphs
with higher diameter that have consecutiv radio labelings.
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b c 1 2 3 1 a, 2) ( , 3) (b, 1) (b, 2) (b, 3) (c, 1) (c, 2) (c, 3) A r dio labeling of graph
is a gen ral zation of vertex c l ri . Gi n a raph G wi h ver ex s t , ny f : VG → Z+
is a labeling of the ver ices. If that labeli g satisfies he inequality
|f(u) f v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all stinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, hen f is a coloring of G. This n qua ity is ex c ly the
co i i n n eded to guar te that adjace t vertices l b ed wi h diff rent “color”. W
can generalize this notion f graph olo ing by ch ing he inequality to the following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling sat sfying this inequ lity for all vertices u, v is
called a k-radio label ng. In p rticular, it guar tees that any two v rtices t at are k apar
or less in distance hav different labelings (which is th rea on that k is bounded above by
diam(G)). When k = di m(G), we call a k-radio labeling s mply a r dio labeling, and we
call inequality (1) the ra io condition.
Radio labeling is conn cted to the Cha nel Assignment Proble , which ai s to assign
frequencies (ch nnels) to radio ransmitters i a way that minimizes interference. So, if two
transmitters are geograp ically lose, it is optimal to have their fr quencies be far apart.
This directly r lat s to the ide of radio l b ling of a graph by t inking of the vertices as
radio transmitters and the label as r dio fr qu ncies (hence the name).
Just as with vertex color g, we a e interested in mi i izing the largest label iven to a
vertex. In vertex coloring, this number is called the chromatic number. I r d o labeling, it
is called the radio numb r, d noted r (G). Fin ing a c osed formula for the radio n bers
of different type of graphs is h goal, but it remains unk own fo all but a andful of them.
Unli e ll ther k-radio labelings of graph, if k = diam(G), then o two distinct vertices
can have the same label; this tells us t at rn(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |V |, then there is a
radio labeling of G of c nsecutive integers 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labeli g is called co secutiv
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn of n v rti es is an example of such a gr ph. Since
diam(Kn) = 1, the radio cond tion is trivially s tisfied, so any labeling wi h consecutive
integers will work. A more int resting example is that of the Pet rson graph (Figur 1). Its
diamet r is 2, so the radio c ndition is n t satisfi d f r all possibl consecutiv l beli gs, but
it d e have a consecutive r dio labeling. We are esp cially int rested in ex mples of graphs
w th higher diameter that a consecutive radio labelings.
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a b c 1 2 3 (a, 1) (a, 2) (a, 3) (b, 1) (b, 2) (b, 3) (c, 1) (c, 2) (c, 3) A radio labeling of a graph
is a generalization of vertex colori g. Given a graph G with vertex set VG, any f : VG → Z+
is a labeling of the vertices. If hat b ling satisfies the inequality
|f(u)− f( )| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f is a coloring of G. This equalit is exactly the
condition needed to guarante that adja ent vertices are labeled with a differ nt “c lor” We
can generalize this no i of graph c loring by c nging e inequality to h following:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for some k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A lab ling satisfying this inequality for all vertices u, v is
called a k-radio labeling. In p rticula , it guaran ees that a y two vertice that are k apart
or less in dist nce h ve d ff r nt l eli gs (which is the reason tha k is bounded bove by
diam(G)). When k = diam(G), we call a k- adio lab ling simp y r dio label ng, and we
c l inequality (1) the radio ondition.
Radio labeling connected to the C ann l Assig e t Problem, hic aims to assign
fr quencies (chan els) t r dio transmitt rs in a way th t minimiz i t rference. So, if two
transmitt rs are g ogr phically close, it is pti l to hav heir frequencies be f r apa t.
This directly relates to h id of r dio la ling f a graph by thinking of the vertices as
radio transmitters nd the labels as radio fr que ci s (hence t e n me).
Just as with v rtex colo i , we re in est in minimizing the larg s label given to a
vertex. In vertex co oring, this numb r is called th chromatic numb . In radio label n , i
is called the radio number, d noted rn(G). Finding a closed formula for the radio numbers
f diff rent types of gr phs is t al, but it r ains unk wn for all b t a h dfu of them.
Unlike all ther k-r dio labelings of gr ph, if k = dia (G), the no two istinct verti es
can have the same lab l; this te ls us that n(G) ≥ |VG|. If rn(G) = |VG|, then th re is a
radio labeling f G of conse utive integ 1, . . . , |VG|. Such a labe ing is called a cons cutiv
radio labeling. The complete graph Kn f ver ic is a of su h a graph. Since
dia (Kn) = 1, the radio condition is trivi lly satisfied, so any labeling w th consecutive
integers will work. A more inter sting example is that f the Peterson graph (Figure 1). Its
diameter is 2, s the radio condition is not satisfied for all po sible consecu iv l b lings, bu
it does have a co secutive radio l b ling. W are especially nterested in examples of graphs
with higher diameter that have c nsecutive radi labelings.
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a b c 1 2 3 (a, 1) (a, 2) (a, 3) (b, 1) (b, 2) (b, 3) (c, 1) (c, 2) (c, 3) A radi labeling of a graph
is a gener lization of vertex coloring. Given a graph G with ex et VG, any f : VG → Z+
is a labeling of the vertic s. If at labeli s t sfies the n quali y
|f(u)− f(v)| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f s a coloring of G. Th inequality is exactly the
condition needed gu ran e th adja nt v rtic s labeled with a different “color”. We
can generalize this otio of g aph coloring by changing the in qu li y t the following:
(1) |f( )− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for s me k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A lab ling s t fying th s inequa ity for all vertices u, v is
call d k-radio labeli g. In particular, it gu r ntees h t any two vertices hat are k apart
or less in dist ce have diff r n label ngs (which s th r ason th t k is bou ded bov by
di m(G)). Wh n k = diam(G), w c ll k-radio simply a radio l beling, and w
call inequality (1) the radio condition.
Radio abeli g s co n c d to t C n el Assig m t Problem, w ch i s to assign
freque ci s (channels) to ra io t ansmitters in way that minimizes interference. So, if tw
t ansm tters re geographically cl s , it is p imal to hav t eir frequencies e f r apart.
This irec ly rela es to the e of radi labeling of a gr ph by thinking of th vertices s
radio t ansmitt rs nd th l ls s radi f qu nci s (h nce the ame).
Just as with v tex c loring, we r i erested n inimizing th la gest label given to a
vertex. In vertex c lo i g, this numb r is c lled he chro a c number. I radio lab li g, it
is called t radio nu b r, d oted rn(G). Finding a clos d for la for th adio numbers
of diff rent ty s of graphs is the g al, but it remains u k own f r all ut a handful of them.
Unlike all other k-radi lab lings f raph, i k = diam(G), th n n two distinct vertices
can h v the same l b ; this tells us tha n(G) ≥ |V |. If rn(G) |VG|, the there is a
radio lab l ng of G of cons cutive integ rs 1, . . . , |VG|. Suc a labe ing is call d consecutive
radio lab ing. The c m l te raph Kn of n vertices is n ex mple of such graph. Sin
di m(K ) = , the ra i co dition is trivially s tisfi d, s n lab ling with cons cutive
intege s will w k. A mor interes ing xample is hat of he Peterson raph (Fi ure 1). It
diameter is 2, the r dio condi io not satisfied for all po sible cons cutive labelings, but
it does have consecutive radio labeling. We are especially interested in examples of graphs
with high diame er that have l li .
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a b c 1 2 3 (a, 1) (a, 2) (a, 3) (b, 1) (b, 2) (b, 3) (c, 1) (c, 2) (c, 3) A radio labeling of a graph
is a general zatio of rtex coloring. Given a graph G with v rtex set VG, a f : VG → Z+
is a labeli of he rt ces. If tha l b ling sat sfies the i equality
|f(u)− f( )| ≥ 2− d(u, v)
for all distinct vertices u, v ∈ VG, then f s coloring of G. T i li is exactly the
con ition need d to g arante that adj n ver ic re labeled with a diffe ent “color”. We
can generalize this notion f g ph colori by ang ng th in quality to e foll wi g:
(1) |f(u)− f(v)| ≥ k + 1− d(u, v)
for som k ∈ Z, 1 ≤ k ≤ diam(G). A labeling s t fyi th s inequality for a l vertices u, v is
called a k-r dio label g. I particular, it u rant es a any two vertic s t at are k apart
or l ss i is anc have diff rent l b li (whi h is the rea on that k i bounded ab ve by
diam(G)). Wh k = di m(G), we call a k-radio l be ing simply a adio labeling, nd we
call in qu lit (1 the radio condi io .
Radio lab li g is con e t d o the Cha l Assi nm nt Problem, which aims to ssign
freque ci s (channels) to rad t ansmitt rs i a way that i i iz s interference. So, if two
t ansmitt rs e g ogr phically close, i is ptim l to hav i frequenci s b f r apart.
This dir c ly relate to th i ea f radio labeli g of a grap by thinking of the vertices as
rad o t ansmitter nd t l b ls as radio requencies ( nce the name).
Just as with ve tex colori w r int res ed i mi m zin largest label giv n to a
vert x. In ver x coloring, his umber is call d the chro ic u ber. In radio labeling, it
is call d the radi umber, d not d rn(G). Finding closed form la for radio numbers
f differ nt ty es of g phs is th goal, but it emains u k own for all but a handful of them.
Unlike all oth r k-radi lab lings of a graph, if k = diam(G), then no two distin t vertices
ca h v the same l be ; is t ll us th t rn(G) ≥ |V |. If rn(G) = |VG|, hen there i a
r di labeling of G of cons cut ve integ rs 1, . . . , |VG|. Such labe ing s called a consecutive
radio lab ling. Th compl graph Kn of n v tices is n ex mpl of such a gr ph. Since
iam(Kn) = 1, th r dio co dition is trivially atisfied, so any lab ling with consecutive
inte e s will w k. A more interesting xam l is th t of the Pet rs n raph (Figure 1). Its
diame r is 2, s the radio condi i n is not ati fied for all po sible consecutive lab lings, b t
it do s h ve a con ecutive radio labeling. W re e p cially int rested n xamples of gr phs
with ig di met r that have consecutive radio labelings.
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Figure 2. Ca tesi pro u t x mpl : K3  P3
One very nice property of the Cartesian product of gr phs is hat distance is inherited
from the original gr phs:
d((u, v), (u′, v′)) = d(u, u′ + d(v, v′).
This allows us to learn about rn(G  H) by l oking a rn(G) a r (H). W will be
considering the Cartesian product of t c pi s f a grap G, e ted Gt:
Gt = G  G  · · · G︸ ︷︷ ︸
t copies of G
.
Vertices of Gt can be represented as t-t p e i h ent i VG, nd ther is an dge b twe
two vertices (vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vit) nd (vj1 , vj2 , . . . , jt) if, f r o e a ∈ {1, . . . , t}, via is adjac nt
to vja in G, and vik = vjk for all k 6= a.
The graph of Gt can be qu te compl c t d, ven if G itse f is simp e. (The number f
vertices of Gt is |VG|t d, f EG de o s t e se of edges in , t e Gt has t|VG|t−1|EG|
edges.)
Distance is given by
dGt((vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vit), (vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjt)) =
t∑
k=1
dG(vik , jk).
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Diameter is then easily computed: diam(Gt) =
∑t
k=1 diam(G) = t · diam(G).
When G has a consecutive radio labeling, we will be looking at Gt for new examples
of graphs with such a labeling. Since diam(Gt) increases as t does, we have some hope
of finding high diameter examples by looking here. Actually, one example is well known.
We have already seen that the Peterson graph (which we will hereafter denote P ) has a
consecutive radio labeling (Figure 1). A consecutive radio labeling can also be exhibited for
the diameter 4 graph P 2. This finding is exciting for the cause for finding higher diameter
examples, and it can spark some (very optimistic) conjectures. For example, it is tempting
to hope that P t has a consecutive radio labeling for all t ∈ Z+. This is desirable because
if t is unbounded above then so is diam(P t). It isn’t true, however, as we will see in §3.
Nevertheless, we were able to prove an even better result in the following section. Better
because it produces a family of examples with consecutive radio labelings in which there is
an example for every possible diameter (whereas P t has even diameter).
2. Consecutive radio labelings for certain powers of Kn
We construct a family of examples of arbitrary diameter that have consecutive radio
labelings by taking Cartesian powers of the complete graph Kn. We will begin by giving an
ordering1 of the vertices of Ktn, and then prove that this ordering induces a consecutive radio
labeling.
2.1. Definition of x1,x2, . . . ,xnt. Let VKn = {v1, . . . , vn} be the vertices of Kn, n ≥ 3.
Consider Ktn where t ∈ Z+≤n. We describe the desired ordering of the vertices of Ktn in groups
of n vertices at a time. The first n vertices are the t-tuples
x1 = (v1, v1, . . . , v1)
x2 = (v2, v2, . . . , v2)
...
xn = (vn, vn, . . . , vn).
For the sake of easier reference, we will think of these n vertices as an n× t matrix A1 where
a1i,j is the jth coordinate of xi. That is,
A1 =

v1 v1 . . . v1
v2 v2 . . . v2
...
vn vn . . . vn
 .
Let σ ∈ SVKn be the n-cycle (v1 v2 · · · vn). We produce a second matrix A2 where
a2i,j =
{
σ(a1i,j) if j = t
a1i,j otherwise
.
1The definition of the ordering we give in this section allows a mental picture to develop that we will
utilize. Alternatively, the same ordering can be described as follows: If n ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ t ≤ n, then this
recursive definition is an ordering on VKtn :
x1i = vi, and, for k = 1, . . . , n, x
t
mn+k =
(
xt−1bm/ncn+k, vk+m−bm/nc (mod n)
)
where we use the convention that a (mod n) ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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We then form subsequent matrices by the following rule. To produce Ak, we first determine
p, the largest integer such that k ≡ 1 (mod np). Then Ak is a matrix made up of entries
aki,j =
{
σ(ak−1i,j ) if j = t− p
ak−1i,j otherwise
.
Using this definition we create nt−1 matrices of dimensions n × t: A1, A2, . . . , Ant−1 . Each
matrix Ak is identical to the one that came before (Ak−1) except for a single column which
differs by an application of σ. The n rows of each matrix (which total nt rows over all
nt−1 matrices) correspond to vertices of Ktn, and tell us our ordering, n vertices at a time.
Formally, if i = bn+ c, c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, then
(2) xi = xbn+c = (a
b+1
c,1 , a
b+1
c,2 , . . . , a
b+1
c,t ),
the cth row of matrix Ab+1.
2.2. The xi’s Form an Ordering. Our first goal is to show that this definition of x1, . . . , xnt
is actually an ordering of the vertices of Ktn. Certainly {x1, . . . , xnt} ⊆ VKn . This coupled
with the fact that |VKn| = nt means we only need to show that our proposed ordering has
no repetition: xi 6= xj for all i 6= j. We can make this task a bit easier by noticing some
structure of the Ak’s. A1 has a structure that is inherited by Ak for all k: aki,j = σ(a
k
i−1,j).
Therefore, any row of Ak determines all of Ak. For this reason, it suffices to show that no
two matrices have the same first row.
Since we are narrowing our scope to the first rows of each matrix, let’s make a new matrix
A comprised of them. Let A be the nt−1 × t matrix defined by ai,j = ai1,j. We can give an
equivalent definition by using the definition of Ak. To define ai,j, let q be the largest integer
such that i ≡ 1 (mod nq). Then
ai,j =

v1 if i = 1
σ(ai−1,j) if j = t− q
ai−1,j otherwise
.
So now we show that A has no identical rows. We will start by studying the specific and
repetitive structure of A. To do this, we break up each column into “blocks” – what we’ll
call a certain collection of column vectors that, when adjoined, produce the original column.
Fix a column j. We wish to break up the column into groups of nt−j entries which will form
the blocks. So, the vectors
(3)
 a1,j...
ant−j ,j
 ,
 ant−j+1,j...
a2nt−j ,j
 , . . . ,
 a(nj−1)nt−j+1,j...
ant,j

are the blocks of column j. Note that the blocks are of uniform size, but that size is dependent
on the column. The first column of A has only one block, while in the last column of A each
entry is itself a block. In order to easily reference which column a block comes from, we will
commonly call a block from column j a j-block. In summary:
Definition 1. A j-block is any one of the vectors listed in line (3).
We will call the set of rows that are associated to the entries of a block the scope of the
block.
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Definition 2. The scope of a j-block
 acnt−j+1,j...
a(c+1)nt−j ,j
 is the set with rows cnt−j + 1 through
(c + 1)nt−j of A as its elements: {[acnt−j+1,h]1≤h≤t, . . . , [a(c+1)nt−j ,h]1≤h≤n}. The scope of
multiple j-blocks is the union of the scopes of the individual j-blocks.
Claim 3. Given a j-block of A that has entries acnt−j+1,j, . . . , a(c+1)nt−j ,j, then acnt−j+1,j =
· · · = a(c+1)nt−j ,j.
Proof. Based on the definition of A, ai,j = ai−1,j unless j = t − q where q is the largest
integer such that i ≡ 1 (mod nq). Equivalently, ai,j = ai−1,j unless q = t − j. The only
way to get any distinct entries in the block is for one of the entries (excluding the first) to
be the image under σ of the previous entry. So the question is, is it possible for q = t − j
when i ∈ {cnt−j + 2, cnt−j + 3, . . . , (c + 1)nt−j}? One condition for q = t − j is that i ≡ 1
(mod nt−j). It’s clear that this cannot be the case for any of the possibilities for i:
cnt−j + 2 ≡ 2 (mod nt−j)
cnt−j + 3 ≡ 3 (mod nt−j)
...
(c+ 1)nt−j ≡ 0 (mod nt−j).
Therefore, since j 6= t− q for all i ∈ {cnt−j + 2, cnt−j + 3, . . . , (c+ 1)nt−j}, each entry of the
vector must be the same as the first entry acnt−j+1,j. 
As a result of this claim, along with the definition of A, we know that adjacent blocks in
a column can only have two possible relationships: either they are identical, or the second
block has entries which are the image under σ of the first block’s entries. We’d like to know
when adjacent blocks are identical.
Claim 4. The adjacent blocks in column j of A
 acnt−j+1,j...
a(c+1)nt−j ,j
 ,
 a(c+1)nt−j+1,j...
a(c+2)nt−j ,j
 are iden-
tical if and only if c+ 1 divides n.
Proof. It follows from Claim 3 that the blocks are identical if and only if a(c+1)nt−j ,j =
a(c+1)nt−j+1,j. We know from our definition of A that this happens only when j 6= t − q,
where q is computed for i = (c + 1)nt−j + 1. So what is q in this case? Certainly t− j is a
candidate since (c + 1)nt−j + 1 ≡ 1 (mod nt−j). In fact, q 6= t − j if and only if q > t − j,
which is equivalent to requiring that c+ 1 divides n. 
The blocks have now given us a really detailed picture of what’s happening with our matrix
A. If we look down an arbitrary column j, the column is partitioned into nj−1 blocks, each
with nt−j entries. The entries of any fixed block are identical. The first block in each column
has all entries of v1. When changes do happen down a column, they change according to
σ; so v1 can be followed by v2 then v3 and so on. And we now know by Claim 4 exactly
when those changes will not occur due to the repetition of adjacent blocks. Now we want to
examine how the structure of the different columns relate.
It happens that the scope of a (j−1)-block is equal to the scope of a collection of j-blocks
– the appropriate n of them in a row. This is immediate because of the size of the blocks.
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A (j − 1) block has nt−j+1 entries, and j-blocks have nt−j entries. So, for every block in
column j − 1, there are nt−j+1/nt−j = n blocks in column j. The interesting thing is that
those n j-blocks with the same scope as the single (j − 1)-block must be distinct (in the
sense that no two of these j-blocks can have the same entries). We will prove this in the
following claim. Note that the blocks listed in the claim are in column j, of the correct
size (nt−j entries), they are adjacent, and there are n of them. Also note that they cover
rows bnt−j+1 + 1 through (b + 1)nt−j+1. This is significant because
 abnt−j+1+1,j+1...
a(b+1)nt−j+1,j+1
 is a
(j − 1)-block.
Claim 5. The following j-blocks in A are all distinct: abnt−j+1+1,j...
abnt−j+1+nt−j ,j
 ,
 abnt−j+1+nt−j+1,j...
abnt−j+1+2nt−j ,j
 , . . . ,
 abnt−j+1+(n−1)nt−j+1,j...
a(b+1)nt−j+1,j
 .
Proof. Let’s begin by proving that the first two j-blocks
 abnt−j+1+1,j...
abnt−j+1+nt−j ,j
 ,
 abnt−j+1+nt−j+1,j...
abnt−j+1+2nt−j ,j

are distinct. In order to easily reference Claim 4, we rewrite the indices of the entries in the
form that appears there: abnt−j+1+1,j...
abnt−j+1+nt−j ,j
 =
 a(bn)nt−j+1,j...
a(bn+1)nt−j ,j
 ,
 abnt−j+1+nt−j+1,j...
abnt−j+1+2nt−j ,j
 =
 a(bn+1)nt−j+1+1,j...
a(bn+2)nt−j+1,j
 .
Now we are already done because (by Claim 4) showing these two blocks are distinct is
equivalent to showing n does not divide bn+ 1, which is immediate.
With the same argument we can show that, in this collection of n blocks, adjacent blocks
are distinct. We proceed by similarly rearranging the remaining indicies to be compatible
with the previous claim. abnt−j+1+2nt−j+1,j...
abnt−j+1+3nt−j ,j
 =
 a(bn+2)nt−j+1,j...
a(bn+3)nt−j ,j

... abnt−j+1+(n−1)nt−j+1,j...
a(b+1)nt−j+1,j
 =
 a(bn+n−1)nt−j+1,j...
a(bn+n)nt−j ,j
 .
Showing that adjacent blocks are distinct is equivalent to showing that n does not divide
bn+ 2, bn+ 3, . . . , bn+n− 1, which is again immediate. Because of this we can now say the
following: if the first block has entries equal to vk, then the second has entries of σ(vk), and
the third has entries of σ2(vk), . . . , and the nth has entries of σ
n−1(vk). Since σ is an n-cycle,
vk 6= σ(vk) 6= σ2(vk) 6= · · · 6= σn−1(vk), which confirms that the n blocks are distinct. 
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We are now able to prove matrix A has no repeated rows by showing that an arbitrary
row can only exist in one place in A.
Lemma 6. The matrix A has no two rows with identical entries.
Proof. We begin by proving the following claim using an induction argument.
Claim: If two rows share their first k entries, then they both belong to the scope of the
same k-block. Pf : As we’ve already mentioned, the first column of A is itself one block, so
the k = 1 case is trivial. Suppose the claim is true for k, and let the xth and yth rows share
their first k + 1 entries. Then they must share their first k entries, so by assumption rows
x and y belong to the scope of a single k-block. By Claim 3, this scope is equal to that of
a collection of n distinct (k + 1)-blocks. Since rows x and y also share the (k + 1)st entry,
they can only be in the scope of one of those (k + 1)-blocks, which proves the claim.
This result tells us that if rows x and y share all t of their entries, then they belong to
the scope of the same t-block. But a t-block consists of nt−t = 1 entry, so its scope contains
only one row. Then x = y and no two rows of A can have identical entries. 
Theorem 7. Let n ∈ Z≥3, t ∈ Z+≤n. As defined in line (2), x1, . . . , xnt is an ordering of the
vertices of Ktn.
Over the course of this section, we have already made the arguments proving Theorem 7.
Let’s review. We defined the xi’s to be the rows of the matrices A
1, . . . , An
t−1
. We needed
only to show that no two of those rows are identical. For each k, Ak has the characterisitic
that aki,j = σ(a
k
i−1,j), which implies that fixing a row fixes all of A
k. (It also implies that Ak
cannot have any repeated rows itself.) So if any two rows across all the rows of A1, . . . , An
t−1
are identical, that would imply two of the Ak’s are identical. Then of course the first rows
of those two matrices are identical, which makes two rows in A identical, but we just proved
that this cannot happen. So our definition of x1, . . . , xnt is indeed an ordering of VKtn .
2.3. The Ordering Induces a Consecutive Radio Labeling. To prove that our ordering
induces a consecutive radio labeling, we need to keep track of instances where “close” vertices
have common entries. Let ei,j be the number of coordinates where xi and xj agree. If
xi = (vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vit) and xj = (vj1 , vj2 , . . . , vjt), then
dKtn(xi, xj) =
t∑
k=1
dKn(vik , vjk) = t− ei,j.
Let f be the radio labeling induced from our ordering. The radio condition becomes
|f(xi)− f(xj)| ≥ diam(Ktn) + 1− d(xi, xj) = t+ 1− (t− ei,j) = 1 + ei,j.
Equivalently, ei,j ≤ |f(xi)− f(xj)| − 1. In order for f to be consecutive, we need f(xi) = i
for all i, so we need ei,j to satisfy
(4) ei,j ≤ |i− j| − 1.
Since ei,j counts coordinates, 0 ≤ ei,j ≤ t. So ei,i+s trivially satisfies (4) if s ≥ t + 1. Also,
if s = t, then (4) is equivalent to requiring that xi and xi+s are not identical, which we’ve
already proven must be the case. We will show that ei,i+s satisfies (4) for all s.
Theorem 8. Let n ∈ Z≥3, t ∈ Z+≤n. Then Ktn has a consecutive radio labeling.
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Proof. We use the ordering x1, . . . , xnt of the vertices of K
t
n from Theorem 7, and we let
f : VKtn → Z+ be defined as f(xi) = i. We will prove that f satisfies the radio condition.
From the above discussion, we need to show that ei,i+s satisfies ei,i+s ≤ |i−(i−s)|−1 = s−1
for all 1 ≤ s ≤ t− 1.
We will be referring again to the Ak’s – the matrices from §2.1 used to define x1, . . . , xnt .
Let xi be a row in matrix A
ki . If xi+s is also a row in matrix A
ki , then ei,i+s = 0 since
akii,j = σ(a
ki
i−1,j).
Suppose xi+s is not a row in A
ki . By assumption s ≤ t− 1 < n. Since the Ak’s each have
n rows, xi+s must be a row in A
ki+1. Note that, because s < n, xi and xi+s cannot have
the same placement as rows in Aki and Aki+1 (i.e., if xi is the third row of A
ki , then xi+s
cannot be the third row of Aki+1). We have seen that Aki and Aki+1 are identical except for
a single column, and that column differs by an application of σ. These last two observations
together imply that ei,i+s ≤ 1.
With this, there is only one case left to consider: s = 1. We need to show ei,i+1 = 0. In
this situation, xi must be the nth row of A
ki and xi+s must be the first row of A
ki+1. So xi+1
is identical to the first row of Aki except for one coordinate, let’s call this the cth coordinate.
That is,
xi+1 = (a
ki
1,1, . . . , σ(a
ki
1,c), . . . , a
ki
1,t).
We also know that xi = (σ
n−1(aki1,1), . . . , σ
n−1(aki1,c), . . . , σ
n−1(aki1,t)). We can observe then that
xi and xi+1 share no common coordinates (because σ is an n-cycle, n ≥ 3). In particular,
we check that the cth coordinates are different: indeed, σ(aki1,c) 6= σn−1(aki1,c). We have shown
ei,i+1 = 0. Therefore, ei,i+s ≤ s− 1 for all s, so Ktn has a consecutive radio labeling. 
3. High powers of G
It’s natural to now wonder if Ktn has a consecutive radio labeling for all t ∈ Z+. It turns
out that we can find a high enough power t such that Ktn no longer has a consecutive radio
labeling. With this next theorem we can do better – we can find such a t for an arbitrary
graph G.
Theorem 9. Given a graph G, there is an integer s such that Gt does not have a consecutive
radio labeling for any t ≥ s. In particular, if G has n vertices,
s = 1 +
n−1∑
i=diam(G)
(n− i)
⌊
i
diam(G)
⌋
is such a value.
Proof. Let VG = {v1, . . . , vn}. Let s = 1 +
∑n−1
i=diam(G)(n − i)
⌊
i
diam(G)
⌋
, and let t ∈ Z,
t ≥ s. In search of contradiction, suppose x1, . . . , xnt is an ordering of the vertices such
that f : VGt → Z+ defined by f(xi) = i is a radio labeling. Then f must satisfy the radio
condition for all xi, xj ∈ VGt :
(5) d(xi, xj) ≥ diam(Gt)− |f(xi)− f(xj)|+ 1 = t · diam(G)− |i− j|+ 1.
We can get a get an upper bound for d(xi, xj) by counting the number of coordinates for
which xi and xj have common entries. If we define ei,j to be this number of coordinates
where xi and xj agree, then
(6) d(xi, xj) ≤ diam(G)(t− ei,j).
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Combining these two bounds on d(xi, xj) yields
t · diam(G)− |i− j|+ 1 ≤ diam(G)(t− ei,j)
t− |i− j| − 1
diam(G)
≤ t− ei,j
ei,j ≤ |i− j| − 1
diam(G)
.
Then the maximum possible number of coordinates with common entries between xi and xj
is
Ei,j = min
{
t,
⌊ |i− j| − 1
diam(G)
⌋}
.
Fix xi. The maximum number of coordinates that xi can have in common with any prior
vertex is
∑i−1
j=1Ei,j. Then the total number of coordinates in which any of the first n + 1
vertices in the ordering can agree is
1∑
j=1
E2,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
number of coordinates
x2 can have in common
with any prior vertex
+
2∑
j=1
E3,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
number of coordinates
x3 can have in common
with any prior vertex
+ · · · +
n∑
j=1
En+1,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
number of coordinates
xn+1 can have in common
with any prior vertex
=
n+1∑
i=2
i−1∑
j=1
Ei,j.
We can obtain with some computation that
n+1∑
i=2
i−1∑
j=1
Ei,j =
n+1∑
i=2
i−1∑
j=1
⌊ |i− j| − 1
diam(G)
⌋
=





1∑
j=1
⌊ |2− j| − 1
diam(G)
⌋
+
n+1∑
i=3
i−1∑
j=1
⌊ |i− j| − 1
diam(G)
⌋
=
2∑
j=1
⌊ |3− j| − 1
diam(G)
⌋
+
3∑
j=1
⌊ |4− j| − 1
diam(G)
⌋
+ · · ·+
n∑
j=1
⌊ |n + 1− j| − 1
diam(G)
⌋
=
2∑
j=1
⌊
2− j
diam(G)
⌋
+
3∑
j=1
⌊
3− j
diam(G)
⌋
+ · · ·+
n∑
j=1
⌊
n− j
diam(G)
⌋
=
1∑
i=1
⌊
i
diam(G)
⌋
+
2∑
i=1
⌊
i
diam(G)
⌋
+ · · ·+
n−1∑
i=1
⌊
i
diam(G)
⌋
= (n− 1)
⌊
1
diam(G)
⌋
+ (n− 2)
⌊
2
diam(G)
⌋
+ · · ·+
⌊
n− 1
diam(G)
⌋
=
n−1∑
i=1
(n− i)
⌊
i
diam(G)
⌋
=
n−1∑
i=diam(G)
(n− i)
⌊
i
diam(G)
⌋
= s− 1 < t.
Since t is larger than the number of coordinates with this property, there is at least one
coordinate in which none of the vertices x1, . . . , xn+1 agree. This is impossible to accomplish,
however, as we have only n possible entries: v1, . . . , vn. So there is no ordering of the n
t
vertices of Gt that induces a consecutive radio labeling. 
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Corollary 10. Ktn does not have a consecutive labeling for any t ≥ 1 + n(n
2−1)
6
.
Proof. This is a simple computation:
s = 1 +
n−1∑
i=1
(n− i)
⌊
i
1
⌋
= 1 +
n−1∑
i=1
ni− i2
= 1 + n
n−1∑
i=1
i−
n−1∑
i=1
i2
= 1 + n
(
n(n− 1)
2
)
− n(n− 1)(2n− 1)
6
= 1 +
n(n2 − 1)
6
.

4. Open Questions
Together, Theorem 8 and Corollary 10 give us a lot of information about Ktn. If 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
then Ktn has a consecutive radio labeling, so rn(K
t
n) = |VKtn| = nt. If t ≥ 1 + n(n
2−1)
6
then Ktn
does not have a consecutive radio labeling, so rn(Ktn) > n
t. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
t = 1 +
n(n2 − 1)
6
t = n
rn(Ktn) = n
t
rn(Ktn) > n
t
1
t = 1 +
n(n2 − 1)
6
t = n
rn(Ktn) = n
t
rn(Ktn) > n
t
1
t = 1 +
n(n2 − 1)
6
t = n
rn(Ktn) = n
t
rn(Ktn) > n
t
(3, 0)
1
t = 1 +
n(n2 − 1)
6
?
rn(Ktn) = n
t
rn(Ktn) > n
t
(3, 0)
1
Figure 3. An n versus t plot describing what we know (and what we don’t)
about rn(Ktn).
Determining the behavior of Ktn for n < t < 1 +
n(n2−1)
6
is one project that could be
considered.
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